
‣Project: Cambridge, OH Hotel
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‣Overview

Also included (in separate attachments)
‣Cambridge contact list
‣Hotel offering documents:  Econolodge, Baymont, Super 8 (St. Clairsville)
‣ALTA survey of proposed site
‣Article on correlation between drilling activity and lodging demand

In this document
‣Cambridge status quo and planned development
‣Preliminary supply / demand analysis
‣Additional information:  existing property performance + options considered
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‣Trends in Bakken, Eagleford coming to Ohio...
Researchers: Housing Shortage Affects Eagle Ford Workers, Locals
published by NGI's Shale Daily: July 11, 2012

As the Bakken and Eagle Ford shale plays have shown, oil and gas wells go up long before there are enough homes for all the workers who flock to the energy patch for high-paying jobs. A study 
released Tuesday intends to lay out a strategy for Eagle Ford counties in South Texas to meet regional housing needs over the next 10-15 years.

The study -- commissioned by the the University of Texas at San Antonio Small Business Development Center's Rural Business Program -- considered three scenarios for Eagle Ford development: 
3,000 wells per year between 2010 and 2020 (the high, short-term case); 1,700 wells per year between 2010 and 2025 (the low, long-term case and the "most likely"); and 3,000 wells per year 
between 2010 and 2030 (the high, long-term case).

The six counties studied are Dimmitt, Frio, La Salle, Maverick, Webb and Zavala. Research relied in part upon findings of an earlier university-supported study of Eagle Ford economic development 
(see Shale Daily, May 14; May 10).

Over the next 14 years under the most likely scenario, the region will see the creation of 7,913 transient and permanent rig-related jobs, the study said.

"For the past 10 years (2000-2010), the original population of the study area has grown by 65,958 people despite the drop in population in two counties (Dimmitt and Zavala)," the study said. "With 
the drilling activities, the population growth has increased to 71,840 people...The total population will continue to grow with the increase estimated to be 86,297 by 2025 [under the most likely 
scenario]."

Growth includes permanent and transient workers and their families. "Policymakers need to address sustainable housing solutions that can absorb this growth, including maintaining existing housing 
through rehabilitation programs," the study said. "Rig-related jobs are available, and will likely continue to be in great demand in the western Eagle Ford Shale region throughout its lifecycle. The 
population in this area is growing rapidly, and newcomers are younger than the region's current residents."

Researchers cited documented housing shortages in North Dakota "when the oil boom generated rapid economic growth and plenty of jobs" there (see Shale Daily, May 18). Motels and apartment 
complexes filled up and some workers slept in cars. The same is likely in the Eagle Ford, the researchers said.

"The shortage of housing has become more noticeable in the region throughout the past two years," the study said. "According to newspaper reports, hotels in the area have high to full occupancy 
rates; rents are also higher and small apartment complexes are full. It is also difficult to lease RV [recreational vehicle] slots. Due to this high demand, housing prices have also increased."

The research included multiple focus groups with stakeholders such as energy company employees, local government and housing officials. "The most prominent issue that emerged in these 
discussions is the need for affordable housing," the study said. "Local property owners that own apartments and other housing in the area are taking advantage of the demand for housing by raising 
rental rates. This has resulted in a number of local inhabitants becoming homeless."

Utica is in its infancy relative to the other big plays like Eagleford, Bakken, and Marcellus; while Utica has 
an estimated 20 rigs, Eagleford has ~270, Bakken ~200, and Marcellus ~128 as of summer 2012; it is 
expected that rig count in Utica will grow substancial as the play shifts from exploration to development
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‣Some Utica ‘hubs’ will emerge; Cambridge is one of them
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‣Cambridge traffic count (granular detail available)
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‣Cambridge hotel inventory

As supplied by La Quinta
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‣Customer feedback ‣Not a direct competitor

‣Often sold out; was strong pre oil and gas arrival; while the clear winner for now,
  new build midscale offerings could trump (property is 6 years old)

‣The clear #2 choice, property is showing its age (13yrs); has also performed very well
  pre oil and gas; has recently changed ownership.  New midscale should easily beat. 

‣Not sure if this still exists?

‣Wrong side of the road; has been for sale and in/out of contract several times
  in past six months; would not compete with midscale offerings

‣Fact property ranks this high speaks to the Cambridge lodging scene!
  (Shaleco looked at acquiring and decided to pass given condition)

‣Outside corridor, hardest property to access; modular build and in need
  of significant investment to bring up to date
  (Shaleco looked at acquiring and decided to pass given condition)

‣Lacks curb appeal; often in press for criminal taking place on site

‣Large property with great access; very dated though; would not compete
  with midscale

‣Conversation with Hampton Inn front desk summer 2012:

“Cambridge really doesn’t have much to offer in
 terms of lodging.  We are sold out and I think your
 next choice (Comfort Inn) will likely be as well.  You
 could consider Baymont, but the conditions there are
 50 / 50... you’re taking your chances.  As for the others...
 I’ve heard bad things about going up on the hill (Econolodge)
 and you’d be better to sleep in your car then go to Southgate.

 My recommendation is to keep driving down the interstate...”
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‣Development activity planned (to be confirmed)
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‣Proposed ~1.3 acre site

‣1.293 acre commercial lot

‣Purchase price of $380K, 
 closed in July 2012

‣An estimated $50K will need
  to be invested to reroute a
  storm lilne, sewer line (quote
  obtained)

‣Taps already in place; ALTA
  survey recently completed;

‣Lot is level; core sample test
 positive; not in flood plane (per 
 City Engineer)

‣Multiple chains have 
 confirmed a hotel will fit:
 Motel 6, Studio 6, Super 8,
 La Quinta (more possible, tbd)

‣Estimated property size of
  65-70 rooms while achieving
  1:1.1 room/parking space ratio
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‣STR data
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‣Preliminary supply / demand analysis
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‣Other considerations / summary...
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‣Additional information
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‣Deer Creek & Econolodge performance

Spike in 2009 tied to pipeline being installed

Deer Creek Inn

Econolodge

See additional documents for more details on 
Baymont, Econolodge, and Super 8 (St. Clairsville)
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‣Option A: La Quinta (or other midscale)

New 66 unit property serving Eagleford Shale in Pearsall, Texas
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‣Option A: La Quinta (or other midscale)
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‣Option B: Studio 6 (or other extended stay)

O&G workers seek out extended stay options (w/ kitchen)

A variation on Motel 6 has been developed call Studio 6; it’s interesting as ADR
is much higher, as is occupancy.  Operating costs are very low, driving up IRR.

1.2 acre lot would support a 70-75 room property; assume $50K / key to build

Hotel mgmt co that would run, invest is now building a S6 for O&G eighty miles
east in PA; experience optimizing model would be key for a Cambridge build

Feasibility studies (inclusive of five year projected financials) have already been
paid for; group engaged has high degree of creditability with lenders

Key players in local community have been identified, met with; Cambridge is
very hungry for commece and is development friendly.

Current plan is to wait for more O&G demand to develop a bit more; in parallel, 
prepare for development by engaging with potential builders, etc.
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‣Option B: Studio 6 (or other extended stay)
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‣Option C: Super 8 (or Red Roof / Motel 6)
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‣Option C: Super 8 (or Red Roof / Motel 6)
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